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Applies Pink & Dries Green When Ready to Sand 

#31131 Platinum Select #16500 AU 79 Advanced 
Lightweight 

#UP0659 Dolphin One Fill
#1131 Platinum Plus

USC UPOL3M

COMPETITIVE CROSSOVERS

#33181 Quick Grip

#494 Dynalite

#31180 Platinum Plus
Glaze 

#17000 AU47 Lightweight 

#15310 Special Lite #UP711 Flyweight

#26011 Icing 
#26120 Pro Glaze #UP0714 Dolphin Glaze
#26006 Icing Tube 

EVERCOAT OPTEX

#100135 Rage OPTEX

#100382 Z-Grip OPTEX

#100356 Lite Weight
OPTEX

#100454 Metal Glaze
OPTEX



Evercoat® OPTEX® Fillers

#100382

Z-Grip® OPTEX® Filler

Z-GRIP® OPTEX® is an 
advanced clog-free, lightweight 
body filler with patented OPTEX 
Color-Changing Technology. 
There’s no second guessing; 
once mixed with cream 
hardener, OPTEX changes 
from pink to green indicating 
the repair is ready to sand. 
Formulated for superior 
adhesion to galvanized steel, 
bare steel, and aluminum.  
Z-Grip OPTEX is a part of the 
METALWORKS® System that 
guarantee that the repair will 
maintain the O.E.M. corrosion 
warranty on original factory 
corrosion protected sheet metal 
and galvanized sheet metal 
when used in accordance with 
the application instructions.

#100135

Rage® OPTEX® 
Premium Filler
Rage OPTEX® with color-
changing technology is an 
ultra-premium body filler that 
helps body shops save time and 
money on every repair. There’s 
no second guessing—once 
mixed with cream hardener, 
OPTEX changes color to 
indicate that the repair is ready 
to sand. Formulated with 
Evercoat’s patented EcoResin™ 
technology, Rage OPTEX 
offers superior adhesion to 
a broad range of substrates 
and unparalleled sanding 
properties. Rage OPTEX is 
also part of the Metalworks® 
system that guarantees 
the repair to maintain the 
O.E.M. corrosion warranty 
on original factory corrosion 
protected sheet metal and 
galvanized sheet metal when 
used in accordance with the 
application instructions.

#100356

Lite Weight® OPTEX® 
Filler
LITE WEIGHT® OPTEX® is a 
smooth spreading, high quality, 
clog free, lite weight body 
filler formulated with patented 
OPTEX Color-Changing 
Technology. There’s no second 
guessing; once mixed with 
cream hardener, Lite Weight 
OPTEX changes from pink to 
green indicating the repair is 
ready to sand. 

#1001390

Light Speed™ OPTEX®
Premium Filler
Light Speed™ OPTEX® Premium 
Body Filler is the world’s best 
sanding dual cure filler offering 
unparalleled sanding qualities 
as a result of the Evercoat 
patented EcoResin™ technology. 
As an important product in the 
Light Speed system, the body 
filler can be cured on demand 
in 3 minutes with the Light 
Speed LED lamp. The filler also 
features patented OPTEX color-
change technology, in which the 
body filler optically transitions 
from pink to a light gray-green 
when it’s ready to sand.

#100193

Commercial OPTEX® 
Premium Filler
Commercial OPTEX® is an 
ultra-premium body filler with 
extended working time that 
helps commercial, industrial 
and collision technicians 
work on larger repair areas. 
Commercial OPTEX Spreads 
easy and virtually eliminates 
micro-pinholes as a result 
of our patented EcoResin™ 
technology. The filler also 
features patented OPTEX 
color-change technology, in 
which the body filler optically 
transitions from pink to a light 
gray-green when it’s ready to 
sand.

BEST OF CATEGORY COLOR-CHANGE OPTEX® FILLERS

COLOR-CHANGE
TECHNOLOGY FOR

EVERY SHOP

Applies Pink & Dries Green When Ready to Sand




